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1.



Introduction



Fundamentals on the pitting mechanisms have been discussed in chapter 7 (by Strehblow) and the whole question of pitting corrosion was reviewed by Smialowska1a in 1986. It is intended here under to shed light on some points of practical or theoretical importance which were recently investigated or revisited and to propose a comprehensive viewpoint on some rather scattered experimental evidences. The examples will be restricted to stainless steels, in weakly acid chloride containing aqueous media whose pH is larger than the depassivation pH, so that the passive film remains stable excepting in the pit itself. The role of the chloride ions in pitting initiation can be related to a local passive film destabilisation, together with a counteracting effect vis a vis the passive film healing. However, it should be noticed that the passive film breakdown and healing phenomena act on the microscopic scale (some nanometers), whereas the pits which are observed in the practical situations are at a macroscopic scale (some 100 micrometers). Between the microscopic and the macroscopic size scales, many phenomena can occur, such as pit growth, modifications of the local solution composition, dissolution of the non metallic inclusions present in the steel, which act generally at the scale of some µm. In the same way, electrochemical assessment of the pitting corrosion resistance generally involves the measurement of anodic currents of the order of some µA (or some 10 µA). Measuring 1 µA during 1 sec corresponds to a pit size of the order of some µm. This size scale will be referred to as the "mesoscopic scale". It should be pointed out that the pit repassivation can occur as well in these mesoscopic stages as in the microscopic one, so that the passive film breakdown theories are often unable to predict the actual behaviour of the alloy. Fig.1 presents a semi-developped pit observed at the scale of 10µm on a 17%Cr stainless steel immersed in a NaCl containing solution. The pit consists in an undermining hollow, covered by a thin metallic cap, leading to the formation of an occluded zone. Some secondary pits are visible all around the main hole. The possible collapse of the metallic cap can suppress the occlusion and provoke the pit repassivation. Furthermore, pits occurrence is often considered a random phenomenon2,3a,4a, which makes the probability of survivance of the passive state difficult to predict and the measurement of the pitting potentials uncertain. This random behaviour can result either from the passive film breakdown and healing mechanisms (microscopic stage) or of the phenomena occurring in the mesoscopic stages. Moreover, the pits occurrence probability varies with time, increasing in severe conditions, but decreasing in softer ones so that the pitting sensitivity depends on the surface ageing. Last, pitting of industrial steels also depends on their metallurgical properties. It is obvious to say that the steel composition plays a major role, but the phenomena can be rather complex, depending on the pitting stage under consideration. The steel microstructure is a relevant factor as well, although scarcely taken into account by the current models. The unavoidable presence of some non metallic inclusions in industrial steels, and the properties of these inclusions (which may act as pitting sites)



is often more determining for the pitting resistance than the addition of expensive alloying elements. In the following, some experimental results pertaining to these concerns are presented, making the relation between pitting theories and practical behaviour more realistic, and motivating future works to enlighten on some poorly understood domains.



2.



The pitting potential measurements



2.1



THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE



Measuring the pitting potential provide some information on the pitting resistance in the test solution. However, the result of the measurement does not only depend on the material itself but also on the passive film characteristics. On another hand, the properties of the passive film depend (i) on its initial state before the test was proceeded, then on the surface preparation procedure, and (ii) on the test procedure itself, since the film can be modified when immersed in the electrolyte. Moreover, a sample is considered as pitted when the anodic current sharply and irreversibly increases. Then the question arises to decide when pitting becomes irreversible. In the most frequently used techniques, the anodic current increase associated with the onset of irreversible pitting is larger than some 10 µA; then pitting potential characterises the occurrence of a macropit, or at least of a pit in the mesoscopic stage, but certainly not the nucleation of a micropit. Two procedures are used for measuring the pitting potential. In the potentiostatic way, the sample is polarised at a potential V and the induction time τ(V) for the pit occurrence is recorded. The pitting potential is the highest potential for which τ=∞. In practice, a large, but finite, value of τ is chosen. Let us note that when pits initiation is a purely deterministic process, τ can be considered as the "incubation time" necessary for the conditions for an irreversible passive film breakdown to occur. In the potentiokinetic way, the electrode potential is raised from the rest potential up to pitting. The measured pitting potential depends on the scanning rate s. Using a deterministic model, one finds5a:



1 V pit dV = 1 and then the pitting ∫ s Vrest τ (V )



potential decreases when the scanning rate is lowered. However it is believed that, at least for low scanning rate, the passive film is modified during the potentiokinetic scan, resulting in a pitting resistance improvement and in an increase of the incubation time [ (



∂τ ) > 0 ]. Then, in such conditions, the measured pitting potential increases ∂t V



when the scanning rate is lowered, leading to the occurence of a critical scanning rate s0 for which the pitting potential is minimum3a,b. Another characteristic potential is sometimes drawn from the potentiokinetic measurements, namely the so called "repassivation potential" Vrep. The potential is first raised up to pitting, then, once the anodic current has reached a predetermined value i1 corresponding to an anodic dissolution into the pit, the scanning is reversed



towards the cathodic potentials. The anodic current then decreases and the repassivation potential is obtained when the current measured during the backward scanning equals the one which was found during the forward scanning. For potentials larger than Vrep, the pit is active and for smaller values it repassivates. However, one should keep in mind, first that the repassivation potential does not characterise the resistance to pitting initiation, second that it depends on the degree of the pit development when the scanning is reversed, then on the arbitrary current density i1. Whatever the test procedure and the way for analysing the results which is chosen, one must be aware of the fact that, even when the corrosive solution is well defined, associating an intrinsic pitting potential to a given material as a criterion of resistance to pitting should be definitely ruled out. The measured values are strongly dependent not only on the steel surface condition but also on the experimental procedure. In the following, some examples will be given on various stainless steels tested at constant temperature in carefully deaerated NaCl aqueous solution (distillated water) whose pH was adjusted to the test value by adding either NaOH or HCl. The samples (S=0.785cm2) were cut from thin cold rolled sheets (thickness 0.5 to 1mm), then mechanical polished (paper SiC grade 1200, under water) and aged 24h in air (this ageing procedure was shown to insure a better reproducibility of the results). Last, the specimens were immersed in the corrosive solution and left at rest potential during 15min before testing. 2.2



PROBABILISTIC BEHAVIOUR



Since pitting exhibits a probabilistic behaviour, the induction time τ (the time for the occurrence of the first pit) in potentiostatic conditions is in fact a probabilistic value and the here above model does not hold. In the same way, the pitting potential measured in potentiokinetic conditions is probabilistic. For a set of N samples tested in strictly the same conditions (potentiostatic or potentiokinetic), the pitting probability at a time t (or at a potential V) is defined as n/N, and the "survival probability" P as (N-n)/N, where n is the number of pitted specimens. When N is "large enough" (which should be discussed), P also represents the survival probability (probability for no pit to occur) of a single specimen . Now, let us consider the pitting probability ϖ.δS of an infinitesimal area δS of this single specimen (which implicitly assumes that ϖ is much smaller that the number of pitting sites per area unit). In the following, ϖ will be referred to as the "Elementary Pitting probability"3ab (EPP). The survival probability of δS is δP=1-ϖδS. The survival probability of the whole sample is then P = (1-ϖ.δS)S/δS , which tends to exp-ϖS when δS tends to zero. Then, the EPP is given by:



ϖ=



− LogP , where P is S



approximated by P=(N-n)/N. The elementary probability (for the occurrence of a single pit) is a probability per unit area. A more detailed statistical analysis shows that the smallest reliable value of ϖ which can be measured is of the order of 1/(NS). In the following examples, N is equal to 24 or 48.



The time derivative g=dϖ/dt of the elementary pitting probability ϖ is referred to as the "pit generation rate". The intrinsic pitting potential (if it really exists) is given by g=0 and can be deduced from the transition from P=1 to P=0 for infinite surface areas S. This condition is not easily fulfilled in the laboratory experiments and it is often more convenient to use small surface areas and to characterise the pitting resistance by the probabilistic functions ϖ or g. Let us note that this description of the probabilistic behaviour for the appearance of observable pits does not imply, at this stage, any mechanistic assumption on the mechanisms responsible for this behaviour. It is only a convenient way for describing the experimental results. Shibata2 suggested another way for analysing the probabilistic behaviour. This author proposed a stochastic model including a pits initiation λ(V) frequency and a pit repassivation μ(V) frequency, leading to a conventional pitting potential Vpit defined by λ(Vpit)=µ(Vpit). Potentiostatic measurements on a sufficient number of samples, or simultaneous measurements using a multi-channel device2,3ab, give the survival probability P and then the elementary pitting probability ϖ(V,t) as a function of the polarisation time t (fig. 2a). The probability density for the random function τ is dP/Pdt=S.g(V,t). Fig. 2a and 2b show the pit generation rate time dependence for several electrode potentials, which can be noted g=g0(V).h(V,t), where h(V,0)=1. One sees (fig.2b) that for low enough potentials h is a decreasing function of time (which can be approximated to an exponential decay), showing that potentiostatic holding in the corrosive solution itself may improve the further pitting resistance. The initial pit generation rate g0(V) increases with V (fig. 2c), and provides some information on the pitting resistance of the tested material before any polarisation. A conventional pitting potential Vpit can be defined, for which g0(Vpit) has a small, but measurable, arbitrary value (for instance 0.1 cm-2sec-1 in the following examples). Potentiokinetic measurements give the elementary pitting probability ϖ(V) for the potential V and the potentiokinetic pits generation rate g(V)=dϖ/dt=sdϖ/dV, both depending on the scanning rate s. For high enough scanning rates, the potentiokinetic scanning does not modify the pitting resistance. Therefore g=g0(V) and does not depend on the scanning rate. The elementary pitting probability is then:



ϖ (V ) = ϖ 0 (V ) = ∫V g0 (V )dV , V



rest



which does not depend on Vrest



since



g0(Vrest)=0. For smaller scanning rates, g2



λ



.8μ 2 .



24 π 4 f 4 + 18π 4 f 2 μ 2 + 5μ 4 , (4 π 2 f 2 + μ 2 ) 3



where f is the frequency



Applying the F.F.T. technique to the reduced signal i(t) allows to obtain the PSD and then the birth and death frequencies λ and µ by fitting these equations. The result evidences a good agreement with the model (fig. 13) but the values obtained for λ and µ should be considered with caution, since they may depend on the value of τ chosen for determining the i(t) baseline. 4.5



AGEING EFFECTS



It has been shown above that the current fluctuations density for MnS containing steels was a decreasing function of the polarisation time. The first idea is that the pitting sites having initiated an unstable pit become inactive after the pit repassivation, leading to a decrease of the available pitting sites and then of the further pits generation rate. However, it was observed that ageing potentiostatically a MnS free steel decreases the further number of prepitting events as well. Since in this case the prepitting events are very rare, the here above explanation does not hold. It is believed that ageing rather increases the resistance of the passive film. Fig. 14 shows the effect of a pre-polarisation treatment (1 hour at various potentials in the test solution itself) on the further pitting resistance. One can see that such a prepolarisation increases the further pitting potential (dVpit/dVpol~0.5 in any case, for Vpol = -200mV/SCE to +200mV/SCE), irrespectively of the type of sulphides present in the steel. The main conclusion is that prepolarising a sample in the corrosive solution under conditions where pitting does not occur improve the further corrosion resistance, which is clearly related with a passivity reinforcement. This shows that not only the non metallic inclusions but also the passive film play a role in the pitting initiation. However, increasing the prepolarisation time from 1 to 16 hours shows that the effect of the ageing time is not the same for the two type of steels (fig. 15). A 16h potentiostatic ageing is more beneficial for MnS free steels than for MnS containing ones. It is believed that the dissolution of sulphur containing species



counteracts in the latter case the beneficial effect of the passive film reinforcement. Furthermore, in the first case (MnS free steel), the pitting probability law ϖ(V) exhibits a bimodal behaviour, as already observed in the case of sulphate containing medium. Fig. 16 shows the effect of ageing the samples 24h at rest potential before the pitting potential measurement in NaCl(0.02M) pH6.6, instead of 15min in the standard procedure. The rest potential evolution was recorded and found to be the same for MnS containing and MnS free steels (from nearly -330 mV/SCE at time zero to nearly -150mV after 24h). Rest potential ageing does not produce any measurable prepitting events (which would result in some rest potential fluctuations), at least in these experimental conditions. However it slightly increases the further pitting potential, a little bit more for the MnS free steels than for the MnS containing ones. This rules out the first assumption, following which the pitting potential improvement could be the consequence of the decrease of active pitting sites. The improvement of the pitting resistance by ageing the passive surface in the corrosive medium itself but in some conditions where no pitting occur, is also a matter of practical evidence on a much larger time scale (of the order of some months). It is believed that this improvement is due to some passive film modifications. This question forms the subject of some current works3d.



5.



Metastable pitting



5.1



CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS UNDER POTENTIOSTATIC CONTROL



The existence of some fluctuations in anodic current under potentiostatic control has been recognised for a long time18 as resulting from the occurrence of metastable pits (prepitting events) and the role plaid by the inclusions acting as pitting sites was sometimes identified5d. In several works however4b,19, no particular attention was paid to the nature, number, or morphology of these inclusions, but it is likely that the presence of manganese sulphides was at the centre of the problem. It is intended in this section to present a critical survey of these topics. In the works by Bertocci an coll19, the electrode potential is chosen close to the pitting potential and the anodic current is recorded in chloride containing borate buffer solutions; the average current density is found to noticeably increase after an induction time corresponding to the setup of a stable pit. Some current fluctuations are observed within and beyond the induction period but these two situations should be discussed separately. Before the pit "stabilisation", the fluctuations are likely due to the occurrence of unstable pits (in the "mesoscopic stage" of pitting initiation) which then repassivate. The typical prepitting event consist in an anodic increase, followed by a sharp decrease sometimes up to negative values, then by a slow increase up to the stationary value (fig.17a). The number of events increases with the solution chloride content but decreases with the steel chromium content, becoming undetectable (smaller than the instrumental noise) for Fe20%Cr alloys. After a stable pit has initiated, the average anodic current increases (roughly linearly) but some fluctuations are also recorded, perhaps corresponding to some secondary pits or other



phenomena. Note that (fig. 17b) the first events to occur in this stage consist in a slow current increase (roughly parabolic) followed by a sharp decrease. Last, it was noticed that no fluctuations were found in chloride free borate solutions. The fluctuations of anodic current were investigated in a different way by Podesta and coll.20, who showed that in a H2SO4(1M) chloride containing solution a high sulphur bearing steel (AISI 303) exhibit some anodic current oscillations in a close potential range determined at the active-passive transition region. These oscillations are kept undamped for a particular value Vosc of the electrode potential, at which their intensity (or the charge involved in a single oscillation) is also maximum. Both the oscillation frequency, the maximum oscillation intensity and the oscillation potential linearly increase with the chloride concentration, noticing that Vosc varies as 2.3kT/q for large chloride concentrations (typically > 6000ppm) and as 2.3kT/2q for smaller ones. The authors suggest the existence of a Lotka-Volterra oscillator acting between some active and passive regions at the steel surface, the nature of which is not clearly identified. This model could be slightly improved by considering three types of sites (active, passive and blocked sites), being aware of the fact that further works are needed for applying this exciting ideas to the actual pitting initiation mechanisms. Last, competitive adsorption between water molecules, chloride ions and HSO4- ions, which possibly acts as inhibiting species, should occur on some preferential sites, which are assumed to be some metallurgical defects, including possibly manganese sulphides (or their neighbouring passive film). The work by Keddam and coll.4b deals with the anodic current fluctuations during the potentiokinetic scan of an AISI 304 type stainless steel in some NaCl 0.5M and NaCl (0.5M) + Na2SO4 (0.5M) aqueous solutions. It is found that the faster the potential is swept, the higher is the intensity of the fluctuations (in term of their magnitude and frequency) but that the scan rate dependence is not consistent with the assumption of a nucleation frequency depending only on the electrode potential. The authors correlate the fluctuations of the passive current to the high frequency dielectric behaviour of the passive film and suggest a correlation between these fluctuations and the degree of non-stationarity of the passive film. This assumption is supported by the fact that stopping the potential sweep and recording the anodic current decay towards its steady state shows that the current fluctuations decline progressively and finally vanish. No reference is made to the possible role of MnS dissolution as the source of the prepitting events, but one should notice that the effect of the scan rate is not consistent with a determining effect of the MnS dissolution kinetics in the prepitting events occurrence, showing that despite the major role plaid by the inclusions in pits initiation, the properties of the passive film cannot be disregarded. Last, no fluctuations are found in an equimolar sulphate+chloride aqueous solution, suggesting that competitive adsorption of water, chloride and sulphate ions, control the first stage of pitting initiation, or its inhibition. Cao and coll.21 analysed the PSD for some AISI 304 (MnS containing) and 321 (Ti bearing, then MnS free) steels. No reference is made to the difference in inclusions nature between the two steels. For 321 steel, the elementary prepitting event is found to consist in a linear increase in anodic current, up to some µA in the tested conditions, followed by an exponential decrease. The frequency dependence of the PSD depends on the time characteristics of these two processes (growth rate of the



micropit and repassivation time constant), which are potential dependent. Following the values of these time characteristics, and then the electrode potential, the PSD varies as f-n at the high frequency limit, with n=2 to 4. A white noise (no frequency dependence) is found at very low frequency (some 0.1Hz). From this work, it is also inferred that the solution chloride content only affects the nucleation frequency but neither the growth nor the repassivation kinetics of the micropit. Tsuru and coll.22 worked on a 304 steel and found that the elementary prepitting event consists in a progressive current increase (which seems to be linear or parabolic on the presented figures), followed by a sharp decrease. Moreover, the frequency of the fluctuations tends to decrease with polarisation time, which is in accordance with the results presented in section 4. Working on 304 steels in acidic media, Burstein and coll.23a found that the current increased as the square of time, up to some 100 nA. Using some 50µm diameter electrodes, they also evidenced23b some spikes heights of the order of 10 to 100 pA. Two types of spikes were observed: quick current increase followed by a relatively slow decay, or slow increase followed by a sharp decrease (fig. 18). Some additions of sulphate were shown23c to partially inhibit the pit nucleation, but also to decrease the micro-pit growth rate, which is explained in terms of the change in solubility of the metal cations produced by the dissolution. No indication is given on the effect of sulphate on the repassivation rate, motivating some further investigations. The same authors also proposed a model for the transition of an unstable pit to stability. They established that the product of the pit depth and current density must exceed a minimum value for maintaining a sufficiently aggressive solution at the dissolving surface so that the pit does not repassivate. However, it is found that this minimum is generally not achieved in the first stages of pitting and then the pit growth requires the presence of a barrier to diffusion at the pit mouth, which is thought to be either a remnant of the passive film or a vestige of the outer surface of the metal itself. Rupture of this "pit cap" leads to the repassivation of the metastable pit. The higher the current density inside a metastable pit, the larger the probability for the onset of stable pitting. However, this current density in each pit is independent of potential, since the growth is diffusion controlled. The effect of the potential on the distribution of the current densities of a population of pits, and then the potential dependence of stable pits generation rate, is believed to be the result of a change in the type of activated pitting sites when the potential increases. As far as non metallic inclusions are concerned as pitting sites, their dissolution changes the local electrolyte composition, but this composition change is counteracted by the diffusion. The geometrical conditions make the diffusion more restricted on some sites than on some others: the former will be therefore activated at a lower potential than the latter. Last, metastable pits formed at more positive potentials are more likely to grow into stable pits than those formed at lower potentials. Working on some industrial steels with various Cr,Ni and Mo contents, whose sulphur content is not specified but which likely contains MnS inclusions, Schmucki and Bohni24ab correlated the pitting resistance and the number of prepitting transients to the electronic properties of the passive film. The number of transients was found to increase with the electrode potential, up to a critical potential Vcrit, then to decrease, in the same way that the photoresponse of the passive layer. The number



of transients is believed to increase with the concentration in deep localised electronic traps in the film. In this work, the existence of Vcrit is explained by a CrIII/CrVI transition in the passive film24c, but it is likely that several other film modifications could be responsible for such a behaviour. Last, microscopic investigations revealed that sites which exhibit an enlarged photocurrent coincide with inclusions present in the bulk material. From another point of view, Hunkeler, Frankel and Bohni24d considered the potential assisted formation of a salt film (instead of the protective oxide film) as responsible for the appearance of the current transients. This is not so far from the idea proposed by Doelling and Heusler25, then by Okada26a, following which the prepitting noise is associated with halide island formation on the passive film. It is another idea from Okada26b that the noise is the result of a two-step initiation mechanism (fig. 19), involving a competition between the OH- and Cl- adsorption and the formation of a transitional halide complex which promotes the dissolution. However, it is likely that such a mechanism does not act at the same scale as the one the pitting transients described above, since these transients clearly involve the dissolution of a significant part of the metallic substrate in the course of the metastable pit development. The works by Williams and coll. There is a lot of papers on pitting initiation mechanisms by Williams and coll.15 The authors proposed a model in which pits are randomly nucleated in space and time with a probability per unit of time and of area λ, then die with a probability per unit of time µ[1-H(t-τc)], where H is the step function (see above) and τc a critical age beyond which the pits become "stable" and always survive. The rate of nucleation of stable pits is then Λ=λ.exp(-µτc). Assuming that the current density at the pit nucleus rises linearly with time (di/dt=C), which is perhaps disputable, the authors give a detailed statistic analysis15cd of the anodic current distribution, deducing for instance the survival probability from the probability for the first passage of the anodic current beyond a critical level corresponding to the onset of stable pitting (icrit=Cτc). the repassivation rate µ is found to be not dependent on the electrode potential and, more surprisingly, on the composition of the steel (one should however underline that all the investigated steels were likely MnS containing, no attention being paid to the sulphur level). The nucleation rate for unstable pitting λ is said to be determined by the solution variables (conductivity and buffer capacity). Above a certain potential (depending on the steel) λ is approximately constant, (independent of the steel or the electrode potential) and below another potential it vanishes. There is some confusion however between these two limiting potentials and no evidence is given that between the two, λ is not potential dependent (as other works suggested). In this model the rate C of current rise at the pit nucleus is the one parameter which would vary with the electrode potential. Let us note that, altough the linear time dependence of the current makes this model different of that proposed by Gabrielli and coll.4b, the power spectral density frequency of the anodic current has the same asymptotic limit as the Gabrielli one's (i.e. f2ψ(f)=cst. when f→∞, see above); however, in contradiction with the Gabrielli model, no low frequency plateau is found.



Going further, the authors proposed that pitting initiation is controlled by the onset and the maintenance of a sufficient gradient of acidity (provided by the hydrolysis of the dissolved metal cations) and electrode potential on the scale of the surface roughness of the specimen. Fluctuations in these gradients, leading to the birth and death of events, could arise because of fluctuations in the boundary layer thickness in the liquid at the metal surface; a pit would become stable when its depth, including the surface roughness, significantly exceeds the thickness of the solution boundary layer. Let us note that such ideas are not so far from those proposed by Okada26, which additionally involve the definition of a critical wavelength for the potential fluctuations parallel to the surface, which would be of the order of magnitude of the average distance between some « efficient » metallurgical flaws. However, the idea that the local acidification is the cause of pit nucleation does not seem to be supported by experimental evidence, particularly in unbuffered acidic media, at least in the initial stages of pit initiation. In our opinion, the electric field at the film/solution interface (the electrical potential gradient), and the chloride ions enrichment, are likely responsible for pit nucleation (see later) and their fluctuations should be therefore at the origin of the prepitting events. Furthermore15e, the stable pit generation rate Λ was shown to be proportional to the microscopic pit generation rate λ, at least for some given alloy and corrosive medium. However, the proportionality factor λ/Λ=exp(-µτc) is much smaller than 1, so that unstable pits can appear (even at very low chloride concentrations, such as 10ppm) at much lower potentials than stable ones (for the definition of which a critical current of the order of 10µA was chosen, to be compared to some 100 nA for the detection of unstable pits). Prepitting a specimen does not lead to an increased sensitivity to further pitting, probably due to a reinforcement of the passive film resistance during the prepitting experiment, which the authors attribute to an increase in passive film thickness. Although the observed effect is not questionable, one should not consider as an implicit evidence that the pitting resistance improvement is caused by an increase in passive film thickness, since other beneficial modifications of passive film (Cr enrichment, film dehydration...) may occur during ageing. In another paper15a, Stewart and Williams investigated the pitting sensitivity of some AISI 304 steels with various sulphur contents (in fact, the modern 304 low sulphur industrial steels have probably a lower, or at least equivalent, sulphur content as the high purity steel considered in the study, i.e. S~some 30ppm). Some sensitive techniques were used to detect unstable pits at the level of some nA. It is clearly demonstrated that sulphur rich inclusions dominate as pitting nucleation sites, and that the lifetime of unstable pits is related to the sulphide particle size. It is proposed that the sulphur derived from the inclusion helps to stabilise the pit growth, what we reformulate saying that it helps to stabilise the micropit in its mesoscopic stage, by preventing the repassivation, then leading possibly to a growing macroscopic pit. Last, laser melting treatments considerably reduces the nucleation frequency and the lifetime of micropits, which is consistent with the inclusion size effect, since this process dramatically reduces the inclusion size at the specimen surface. Studies on microelectrodes15f evidence some events whose amplitude is of the order of 10 to 100 pA, the involved coulombic charge of the order of 100 nCb, and the frequency of some 10mHz, what the authors associate possibly with the



microscopic stage of pitting initiation (i.e. the breakdown and healing of passive film). An important point is that most of the events are characterised by a sharp rise of the anodic current followed by a slow decay, in contrast with the current transients associated with pits nucleation on macro-electrodes for the same MnS containing steels. Anyway, these events could not be detected on macro-electrodes because they could not be distinguished above the background current. This is an important point of the paper, to be compared with the different forms of current transients shown in section 4 for steels containing different type of sulphides. Last, the authors discussed the form of the observed current decay during the repassivation process and show that it is consistent with the cluster percolation theory that they proposed15g for the binary alloys dissolution and passivation. The important point is that some arguments are put forward for the observed prepitting events to occur at the microscopic (atomistic) scale and no more at the mesoscopic one as for the results generally obtained on macroelectrodes. Remarks It is worthy to note that, whatever the way a pit nucleus was born, its further development to form a pit embryo (growing metastable pit) depends on the electrolyte concentration which locally sets up in the electrolyte when the metal dissolves. The development of the pit embryo implies the local stabilisation of an acidic corrosive medium, differing from the surrounding one. This local acidification induces a local dissolution of the metal in the active state, which is only compensated by the diffusion of the corrosion products. This dissolution provokes in turn an acidification due to the hydrolysis reactions and the process is be self-sustained, provided that the diffusion or the electromigration is slow enough in the elctrolyte. Formally3h,5d, if J is the anodic current and X represents the concentration in corrosion products one has: _



dX = KJ (V , X ) − DX , where the metal electrolyte potential difference V is a dt



control parameter (J increases with V) and parameters K and D represent respectively the production in corrosion products by the anodic dissolution and their dilution into



dX = 0. dt ∂ dX ∂ D The system is locally stable when _ ( ) 
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